
The Contractor shall take all necessary measures in order to ensure that the Client will not violate the
following rules and the legislation of the Russian Federation (whether they realize it or not). The basis for
checking on the fact of violation of certain rules shall be a complaint confirmed by the text, which came
from a communications  operator,  another  organization or third parties,  whose legal  rights have been
violated.

The Contractor shall reserve the right to suspend servicing the Client upon any violation. If it became
impossible  to  find  a  solution  to  eliminate  the  fact  of  violation  of  the  rules  after  a  thorough check,
including together with the Client, the Contractor may refuse to provide services.

Rules:
1.  It  is prohibited to send spam using the Contractor’s equipment,  and Spam shall  not  be limited to
electronic mailing but include other conventional interpretations on the Internet.
2. It is prohibited to send passive spam, i.e. sending spam containing a link to the Contractor’s website
not using the Contractor’s equipment,
3. It is prohibited to violate the rights of third parties using the Contractor’s services. That includes (but
not  limited  to):  publishing  or  sending  private  information  on  third  parties  without  their  consent;
infringement of intellectual property rights; publishing or sending slanders about third parties.
4. It is prohibited to publish and send any information (containing viruses or malicious components) that
may cause harm and losses to the Contractor and / or third parties.
5. It is prohibited to violate the legislation of the Russian Federation using the Contractor’s services. That 
includes (but not limited to):

 publishing or sending information that promotes the spread of drugs;
 attempts to gain unauthorized access to computer systems;
 violation of intellectual property rights of third parties (piracy, copyright, etc.);
 publishing or sending materials, the distribution of which is prohibited or limited by the current

legislation of the Russian Federation;
 publishing and / or distribution of information that promotes violence or extremism or incites

racial, national or religious hatred;
 processing of third-party personal data with no consent of the personal data subjects or in the

absence of other grounds for such processing;
 organization of online casinos, roulettes and other projects aimed at drawing game values;
 publishing  of  information  that  may  mislead  Internet  users,  publishing  third-party  contact

information.
6. It is prohibited on the Contractor’s resources:

 to  organize  torrent  trackers,  Internet  radio,  online  games,  online  cinemas,  websites  (pages)-
doorways, HYIP projects, sites offering forecasts for rates, privateering;

 to publish applications running in the background (demons) on virtual and VIP hosting rates
without prior approval from OOO Beget;

 to publish programs/scripts for inflating likes in social networks, visits, contests, etc.;
 to  organize  websites  that  perform forced  redirection  to  third-party  resources  violating  these

Rules;
 to publish pornographic materials;
 to organize applications used for obtaining / mining cryptocurrencies;
 to implement activities engaged in support of a distributed platform and creation of new blocks

with the opportunity to receive remuneration in the form of new units and commission fees in
various cryptocurrencies (mining, cryptocurrency mining, etc.).

7. It is prohibited to scan elements of the Internet using the Contractor’s services to search for any kind of
vulnerabilities with no consent of the owners.
8. It is prohibited to use the Contractor’s resources in order to provide mass public mail services, VPN
services, proxy services. 
9. It is prohibited to indicate a reverse non-existent or fake email address as a contact one when using the
Contractor’s equipment.
10. It  is prohibited to perform any actions that may violate the normal functioning of the equipment
and/or software of the Contractor or other third parties.
11. Any attempts to access the Contractor’s own resources, as well as any Internet resources belonging to
third parties without their consent, including cybersquatting, are prohibited.



12. The Contractor shall reserve the right to enter amendments in the Client’s software when the Client
asks for help to the Contractor’s ticket system through the application or when violating clause 11 of
these Rules.
13.  The  contractor  shall  reserve  the  right  to  refuse servicing the Client  in  the  event  of  the  Client’s
incorrect behavior, insults towards the representatives of the Contractor and the use of bad language.
14. When using the Contractor’s services in order to carry out activities that are subject to certification
and licensing in accordance with the legislation of the Russian Federation, the Client shall have properly
issued licenses, certificates and other permits necessary for the implementation of said activities in the
territory of the Russian Federation. If there are no required certificates and licenses, the Contractor shall
bear no liability for its services used by the Client in violation of the applicable law.
15. If the Client multiply, systematically violates these Rules, the Contractor shall reserve its right to stop
servicing the Client and / or refuse to service them completely.

Engineering limitations for Clients using virtual hosting tariffs

16. It is prohibited to exceed the established restrictions on the use of server resources for virtual and VIP
hosting. If the Client exceeds the established restrictions on the use of system resources, which entails a
noticeable deterioration in the quality of services provided to other Clients, the Contractor shall have the
right to impose restrictions on the Client’s service and completely terminate it.
16.1. It is prohibited to exceed the CP, created by user processes on server processors per day more than:

 65 CP on Blog, Start, Noble, Great virtual hosting rates;
 120 CP on Town VIP tariff;
 200 CP on City VIP tariff;
 350 CP on Mega VIP tariff;

16.2.  It  is  prohibited to exceed the CP of the MySQL server,  created by user requests to the server
processors per day more than:

 2500 CP on Blog, Start, Noble, Great virtual hosting rates;
 5000 CP on Town, City, Mega VIP tariffs;

16.3. It is prohibited for Client processes to occupy the Contractor’s server processors for more than 60%
during 5 seconds and more than 10% during 25 seconds, as well as for processes to use more than 60
seconds of processor time on virtual hosting tariffs and more than 300 seconds on VIP hosting tariffs. If
this limit is exceeded, the process will be automatically terminated.
16.4. The following restrictions shall be imposed on the Contractor’s equipment:

 maximum number of concurrent processes processing requests for a single domain shall be 30;
 maximum number of simultaneously opened files per process shall be 32;
 maximum RAM usage shall amount to 128 MB per process;
 maximum number of simultaneous connections to MySQL database server shall be 60;
 maximum size of a mail message shall amount to 50Mb; 
 maximum file size passed in via a POST request shall amount to 256MB;
 maximum number of files on the user account shall be 5000000;
 total volume of MySQL databases shall not exceed the disk space allocated by the tariff plan;
 maximum number of messages sent via SMTP shall be 30 per minute, 1500 per hour, and size of

the message shall not exceed 100 MB;
 maximum number of messages sent via php mail shall be 30 per minute, and size of the message

shall not exceed 70 MB;
 if The Client fails to pay for the Contractor’s services, the maximum number of messages sent

shall be limited to 30 per hour;
 maximum number of mailboxes per user account shall be 1000;
 total maximum size of mailboxes on the user account should not exceed double the amount of

disk space allocated by the tariff plan;
 it is prohibited to organize applications used on third-party sites and programs running in the

background (demons) with no prior approval from OOO Beget;
17. It is allowed to add max 50 CP to the maximum allowed CPU load for the tariff plan on Blog, Start,
Noble, Great tariffs, and max 100 CP - on Town, City, Mega tariffs. It is prohibited to increase the load
limit on other tariffs.
18. It is allowed to add max 2000 MySQL (CP) to the maximum allowed CPU load for the tariff plan on
Blog,  Start,  Noble,  Great  tariffs,  and  max  3000  MySQL (CP)  -  on  Town,  City,  Mega  tariffs.  It  is
prohibited to increase the load limit on other tariffs.



19. It is allowed to add max 5 websites for the tariff plan on Blog, Start, Noble, Great tariffs, and max 10
websites – on Town and City tariffs, and unlimited – on Mega tariff. It is prohibited to add websites on
other tariffs.
20. It is allowed to add max 5000 megabytes for the tariff plan on Blog, Start, Noble, Great tariffs, and
max 7000 megabytes – on Town, City, Mega tariffs. It is prohibited to increase the space on other tariffs. 


